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Abstract

In the era of digital transformation, the vast digitization of audiovisual archives poses significant
challenges for researchers in the arts and humanities (Fossati et al., 2012; Jaillant, 2022). This
contribution presents a pioneering approach to address these challenges, utilizing cutting-edge AI
technologies to design reproducible workflows for the efficient processing, analysis, and access to large
audiovisual archives (Colavizza et al., 2021). Focusing on the case of the Radio Télévision Suisse (RTS)
archive and its 200,000 hours of footage, essentially serving as Switzerland’s collective memory, we
demonstrate a comprehensive pipeline that integrates multiple algorithms and frameworks to facilitate
the extraction of meaningful content.

The digitization of extensive audiovisual archives creates an overwhelming volume of data, mak-
ing manual processing impractical. Our approach leverages the power of AI to operationalize these
archives, unlocking new possibilities for researchers and the broader public to engage with the rich
cultural and historical content within. The core components of our pipeline include speech-to-text
conversion, speaker diarization, and named entities recognition (NER). These integrated algorithms
work synergistically to transform raw audiovisual content into structured and annotated data.

The speech-to-text module plays a pivotal role in making spoken content accessible, allowing for
the operationalization of speech within the archive. Thanks to the Whisper algorithm (Radford et al.,
2023), we open audiovisual archives to the lens of NLP and “distant listening” enquiries (Clement,
2012, 2016). The speaker diarization component further enhances this process by segmenting the con-
tent into distinct ”paragraphs”, facilitating efficient navigation and analysis by extracting individual
units of content. Incorporating NER adds a layer of richness to the data, connecting individuals,
locations and events recorded in the archive to broader knowledge repositories. In particular, we
have integrated the work previously described in Alliata et al. (2023) to connect the rich metadata
extracted to open databases such as WikiData, expanding the full pipeline to the benefits of large
knowledge bases (Rudnik et al., 2019).

The potential applications of our AI-driven workflows are diverse and impactful. One notable
application is the creation of a dynamic ”Map of Switzerland” visualizing the geographical distribution
of voices recorded in the RTS archive, as shown in Figure 1. This serves as a novel exploration tool
and contributes to a nuanced understanding of linguistic variations and cultural diversity over time,
as well as geographical representations in the archive itself. Additionally, our workflows enable the
implementation of Retrieval-Augmented Generation (RAG) pipelines (Lewis et al., 2020) to augment
searchability within the archive leveraging Large Language Models and embedding models, enhancing
the discoverability of specific topics, individuals, or historical events through more human-like queries.
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Figure 1: Geographical distribution of locations mentioned in the RTS archive (out of a sample of
77520 videos). The size of the circles is proportional to the number of occurrences, with Geneva
having 4145 mentions.

This presentation emphasizes the technical, methodological and conceptual aspects of our AI-
driven workflow, developed to operationalize large audiovisual archives through the dimension of
spoken text. Such a “distant listening” approach can enrich these collections with a wealth of semantic
information that opens up novel avenues of access and analysis. Furthermore, our case study on
the RTS archive offers a compelling example of potential applications and thus contributes to the
advancement of reproducible research practices in the arts and humanities.
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